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Background

Unique syndrome common to infants

with Down syndrome-may affect up to

20%

Historically called transient abnormal

myelopoiesis or transient leukemia.

No current recommendation for 

screening.
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Etiology
 Still not completely known, BUT disease is

restricted to patients with trisomy 21

 Gene dose-possibility that trisomy is “first hit”

 FPDMM gene

 AML1 gene

 IFN-alpha-beta gene

 In addition, mutations in the exon of 2 of the

GATA-1 gene have detected exclusively in patients

with Down syndrome and either TMD or AMKL…
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GATA-1 mutation
 GATA-1 is a gene on the X chromosome that encodes

for a transcription factor

 This transcription factor is necessary for normal
proliferation and differentiation of megakaryocytes
and erythroid cells, eosinophils and mast cells

 Mutations in GATA-1 are seen with TMD and DS
associated AMKL

 Other non DS patients with AMKL do not display GATA-
1 mutations

 DS patient with other types of leukemia do not
display GATA-1 mutations

Blood 2004; 103:399-406
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Clinical and laboratory features

 Can be asymptomatic finding or associated with

severe clinical disease

 Enlargement of the liver and spleen

 Blasts in the blood, but a lesser degree of bone

marrow infiltration

 Morphologically, cytochemically and on

immunophenotyping the blast cells resemble

those of acute megakaryoblastic leukemia

 Most regress spontaneously without treatment

Pediatric Blood Cancer 2005; 44:40-44
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Clinical and laboratory features

In severe cases, patients can present
with:

Hydrops fetalis prenatally/postnatally

High levels of circulating blasts

Hepatomegaly from hepatic fibrosis-
associated with increased bilirubin,
LFT’s, coagulopathy

Pericardial or pleural effusion, ascites

Multisystem organ failure
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POG 9481 study
POG 9481 was initiated in 1996 to

prospectively study biology and clinical
features of TMD

48 patients with DS were enrolled

All had evidence of TMD (circulating blasts,
blast in effusion or solid organ)

60% male, 40% female

Mean age at diagnosis was 13 days (1-65
days)
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POG 9481 study

75% of patients were symptomatic at 

diagnosis 
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POG 9481 study
 42/47 patients had disappearance of peripheral

blast within a mean of 58 days (2-194 days)

 35/42 children above normalized their blood

counts within a mean of 84 days (2-201 days)

 The other 7 children went on to early death (n=3)

or developed leukemia (n=4)
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POG 9481 study

30/47 children remain in remisson, with

normal blood counts and no evidence of

leukemia.

9/47 children subsequently developed

leukemia at a mean age of 20 months (19%)

8/47 children died at less than 9 months of

age.

All who died had liver failure and disseminated

intravascular coagulopathy as terminal events.
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COG A2971

Eligible patients n= 135

Patients < 3 months with blast in peripheral 

blood AND any of 5 following criteria

Verification of blasts with a second sample

>5% nonerythroid bone marrow blasts

Hepatomegaly or splenomegaly

Lymphadenopathy

Cardiac or pleural effusion
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COG A2971
Criteria for intervention

Signs of hyperviscosity

Blast count > 100 x 109/L

Hepatosplenomegaly causing respiratory 

compromise

Heart failure

Renal or hepatic dysfunction

DIC with bleeding
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Conclusion

10-20% children with DS have TMD, many 

mildly affected patients likely go 

undetected

GATA-1 mutations are usually present

Usually presents by 3 weeks of age

Typically spontaneously regresses by 2-3 

months

Treatment is indicated when patients have 

life threatening symptoms
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